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Johner Images - Kronholm, Susanne/Getty Images What are some of the reasons why your child would act? Whether your child has regular temper tantrums, or just recently and suddenly begins to have collapses, getting to the cause of the behavior is an important first step in correcting the problem. We

don't really have to retire the term for parents to understand what we're talking about. However, it is important to provide a definition of acting behavior before talking about the possible causes. The expression acting usually refers to problem behaviour that is physically aggressive, destructive for property,
orally aggressive, or otherwise more serious than simple misconduct. Acting behaviour is disruptive in any environment and often requires formal behavioural intervention to manage it. Other words parents may use to describe this behavior include: There are a number of possible reasons for acting
behavior, and little is as simple as he is a bad child. When a child retires, the pattern of inappropriate behaviour is often used to cover deeper feelings of pain, fear or loneliness. We also make the child feel even more alone with whatever emotions he deals with. If we simply blame the behavior on a child
who is a bad child, we deepen his reasons to retire instead of reducing them. Because finding a solution to acting behaviors requires a reason for the behavior, it's important to talk about what some of these reasons can be. It is not always obvious, and in fact, can be buried deeply. Sometimes the act of a
tantrum is meant to hide the source of the misconduct of parents. Taking a look at each of these possibilities—without dismissing them as not possible in your situation—is important to get to the source that hurts both you and your child. Many parents are surprised to learn about the underlying cause of
their child's tantrums. Some children act because they respond in a normal way to a situation that upset them to the point where they can't manage their emotions. In this case and the behaviour is addressed alone, a child who has been abused will be punished for response to abuse. The punishment, in a
sense, teaches the child that he does not have the right to be protected or have feelings, the opposite of what we want for our children when it comes to building their self-esteem. In other cases, a child can respond to something that happens outside the immediate environment. For example, a child who
is being abused at home can retire in the school where he can show his feelings with greater safety. On the other hand, a child who is bullied at school can retire his anger and frustration by acting wrong at home. Some children retire because of untreated disorders. Some conditions that may underly
underly underly underlying underlying behaviour: While all These disorders can be treated effectively with a combination of therapies, treatment should also be appropriate and consistent. In some cases, children act due to unrecognized sensory issues such as sensory processing disorder, which cannot
be recognized. For example, many children with autism (and several without a specific diagnosis) can physically pain sensory challenges that make ordinary attractions and sounds physically painful. In such a situation, almost everyone would find it difficult to stay calm. Another cause for acting can be
frustration due to undiagnosed or untreated learning disabilities. Ultimately, if his challenges are not addressed, he will not be able to learn in a typical classroom environment. Unless changes are made, he has nothing to do with his school time except to get into trouble. There are definitely some children
who act as a way to get attention-positive or negative-of-adults. You can want to look at these parenting strategies for children who often seek attention through negative behaviors, and learn about these positive attention strategies that can reduce bad behavior. There are also some behaviors, such as
power struggles, which are sometimes best ignored. There are also those children who retire to impress peers. Even when this is the case, however, it is important to understand the motivation behind this need to impress. In other cases, they are simply amusing themselves. Either way, if acting is out to
them the kind of attention they desire, they will continue to act wrongly. In some cases, these children are truly neglected or closed; In other cases, they are simply amusing themselves. Either way, if acting is out to them the kind of attention they desire, they will continue to act wrongly. Some experts
believe you should look for the cause of acting out before implementing a result or consideration of treatment. Others believe you won't understand a child's behaviour all the time. After all, children aren't always rational. So while you may want the underlying reasons for acting out, you may never really
know. And the effects you give can be effective, regardless of the cause of the behavior. Robert Daly/Getty Images Parents who owed child support may attempt to recover unpaid child support payments. There are several reasons why a parent would attempt to recover child support payments. Here is
information on restoring child support payments in a state or federal court: Parents who wish to recover child support payments in the state court must prepare the following before a court appearance: Evidence that the custodian has tried to raise child support payments in the state court must prepare the
following before a court appearance: Evidence that the custodian has tried to raise child support that the child support compulsor did not pay child support for a long period if the parents were not married and the child support compulsor is the child's father, the child's mother should prove that the father
was aware of the paternity of the child. The federal government passed a law in 1992 called the Children's Support Act. The purpose of the law is to: Deter non-payment of state-ordered child support obligations andSect to prosecute those owed child support may only recover child support in certain
limited circumstances. A federal court will consider the following: Whether any remedy is available to the parent in state courts, the child support obligation has established a habit of moving to different states to avoid a child support obligation that also wants to avoid a child support obligation. In federal
court, evidence of the following before a court appearance: The parent who was obliged to pay child support did not willingly pay The debt for at least a year or the parent owes at least $5,000 The child lives in a different state than the parent who is obliged to pay child support to child support , you may
want to refer to your specific state's child support agency. Thank you for your feedback! What are your concerns? Character. Compassion. Caring. These are values that all parents want to climb into their children. But how do you teach your children the value of selflessness, hard work and generosity
when you barely have time to cook a homemade meal? We have together a list of 10 simple voluntary ideas that you can work in your already busy schedule. When you think about it, volunteers as a family fit right into our modern multitasking lifestyle. When done right, a family-willing activity achieves
three goals simultaneously: you get time quality time together as a family while you have a positive impact on your community and teach valuable lessons on service and selflessness [source: Potthast]. Not bad for a Thursday afternoon! Even the youngest children benefit from volunteers with family
members. Not only do they learn compassion and understanding for others, but they have an opportunity to feel needed [source: Clark]. Even though the work is as simple as pulling some weeds at a community garden, they feel a sense of accomplishment and pride in being part of a useful team. To find
out what kind of voluntary activity is best for you and your family, ask yourself the following questions: How much time do you have? What do the children already enjoy doing? Which local resources are there? If it's your first time working with your children voluntarily, don't be afraid to start small. Start with
activities you can do in your home and in your area. See what the interested in and let them develop their own unique calling. Even small children can become passionate advocates for causes that are close to their hearts. Let's start with one of the easiest ways to come out and do some good in your
area: community clearance. Content A trip to the park with the kids is about fun. The kids get a little exercise, you get some fresh air, and everyone gets a break from the rest of the busy day. As a parent, do you realize what a valuable resource the park really is, but do your kids understand how happy
they are to have a safe, clean place to play right around the corner? With a little planning, you can help them become more grateful for their neighbourhood resources and do a small part to make them even better. As a family, or along with some friends and neighbors, organize a community clearance day
activity. Choose a place - the park, a plaza, or your street - and schedule a few hours of fun and service. Make a game out of it. See which child can collect the most rubbish. Create an auster hunt to educate things that need to be fixed, painted or cleaned, put children in charge of each activity. If you
want to clean up a park, contact your local department of parks and relaxation to see if there are any specific projects that can help your family, such as pruning bushes or painting picnic couches [source: Clark]. Ad items can include garbage bags, brooms, shelves and gloves. Ends activity with treats in
the park or at a friend's house. Your children will be proud of their contribution and will feel a greater sense of stewardship for their environment. One of the best ways to improve air quality in your area is to plant a tree. More details about this simple family volunteer activity on the next page. According to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the cooling effect of a single young tree is the equivalent of 10 room size air conditioners that is 20 hours a day [source: Arbor Day Foundation]. Not only does trees offer shade on hot days, but they perform the valuable task of converting carbon dioxide into oxygen.
Planting trees as a family provides a great opportunity to beautify the community, teach your children about science and make a long-term environmental impact. In some areas, free tree seedlings are available through the forest service or a conservation district office [source: Keep America Beautiful].
These agencies can even sponsor tree planting activities that you and the family can participate in. The Arbor Day Foundation will send your family 10 free trees with a $10 membership. And an American organization called the Woodland Trust is giving millions of trees away to celebrate the Queen's
Diamond Jubilee in 2012. Advertising You can also buy your own tree seedlings or small seedlings from a local greenhouse or garden centre. Talk to the salespeople about indigenous varieties found in your area's soil and climatic conditions Thrive. Thrive. the kids to choose what type of tree they want.
Make sure to follow the plant instructions that come with your tree. Give each child a responsibility - dig the hole, take the tree out of the pot, cover the carrot ball with ground and mulch, watering and more - and take a picture of the tree when you're done. Remember to take a picture of the tree every year
or so to track its growth. Your children will be proud to see how the family tree becomes part of the neighbourhood ecosystem. Habitat for Humanity is one of the most successful and famous volunteer organizations in the world. Teams of Habitat volunteers have more than 400,000 modest, comfortable
and affordable homes serving two million people [source: Habitat for Humanity]. Unfortunately, the minimum age is to work on a Habitat building site 16, so families with young children cannot participate. But if you look around your neighborhood, there may be home improvement service projects right in
your backyard. Elderly people living alone often don't have the resources or the energy to do the types of maintenance and sitework they used to do when they had young families of their own. If your kids are already helping you work with your yard - raking leaves, plant flowers, excavate the snow ramp consider working the same work for a neighbor. Or you can see a neighbour's mailbox is broken, or has a ripped screen on the front door. Advertising Even if your children are young and not helpful, make sure they have a responsibility and feel like a member of the team. You may be surprised to see how
hard they work when it's employed by someone else. Make a point to explain that we don't always do things for money or even for a thank you. Sometimes it just feels good to help for the sake of help. And if you still want to get involved with Habitat for Humanity, the organization has activities on its
website for kids as young as five years old. Or you can contact your local Habitat affiliate for possible events in your area. The next simple volunteer activity is ideal for a family of animal lovers. Take care of a pet teaches children how to care for another creature and to put his needs above their own. But
not all families are ready for full-time pet ownership. Perhaps there is not enough room at home or the kids are still too little to adopt such a huge responsibility. Volunteers at the local animal shelter are a great way to learn caring and nurturking animals without the commitment of pet ownership. Call your
local chapter of the Humane Society or a local animal rescue service. Ask what kind of volunteering opportunities they have for children. Many shelters need volunteers to walk the dogs or just play with some of the other animals. Advertisement Some animal rescue services operate a foster home program
for animals that are too young or too sick to now adopt As a foster family, you can take in a small kitten or a newborn puppy and and it for a few weeks until it is large enough and healthy enough to be adopted. Foster care requires a family ready to commit the time and resources to care for a fragile young
animal. The upside down is that it is a temporary commitment, but it can also be the downside. If you and your children are attached to the beast emotionally, you may not want to give it back! If you're not ready to take an animal into your home, you can always donate items to the shelter, such as old
towels and newspapers for the animals' bedding, electric blankets, dog and cat food, and even small baby bottles for feeding newborn kittens and puppies [source: Animal Defensive League of Texas]. In the next volunteer activity, parents can teach their children how to support organizations that do
important work around the world. Every penny counts. It is a message that parents can teach their children about giving money to charities. When a child freely gives of his or her own money or raises money for a charitable campaign, it strengthens values such as generosity, compassion and gratitude.
For more than 60 years, UNICEF has organized a fundraising drive around Halloween called Trick of Treat for UNICEF. The mission of UNICEF is to provide medical care, food, clothing and other resources to children around the world. Halloween is a time when children can easily get caught up in the
quest for more and more acquament. By collecting money for UNICEF during their neighbourhood rounds, children can think about children who not only have candy, but may not have enough to eat. When each child emptys his or her donation box at the end of the night, they may be proud to contribute
to a fundraiser that has raised more than $164 million and saved numerous lives worldwide [source: UNICEF]. Ad But you don't have to wait for Halloween to raise for a good cause, and you don't have to focus on cash donations. Ask your children what they are most grateful for. Is it their food? Their
house? Their toys? Explain that not everyone is so happy, but that even small children have the power to help. You can do something as simple as donating some of your old toys to a homeless shelter or walking the block and asking neighbours for a canned stuff to donate to the local food bank. Your
child can get so excited to help them organize a clothing trip at your church or a neighbourhood rummage sale for charity. For our next family volunteer activity, we will look at some unintimidating ways to help from the local homeless shelter and food bank. Let's be honest. Homeless shelters and
community food banks can be intimidating places for young children - even for some adults. As a parent, you want to educate your children to the fate of the less fortunate, but you don't want to scare them in the process. Fortunately, there are some behind-the-scenes ways for you and your children to to
your local shelter and food bank. You can start by asking the kids to some old they no longer fit. Or you can open the pantry and have them choose some lightning goods and other non-aishable items. Call the local shelter or food bank and ask about waste times for donations. The kids can get some
together for the ride, but they don't actually have to go inside if they're not ready. For older children there are usually opportunities at the food banks and shelters to sort and organize donations. Advertising Many shelters have separate facilities for women and children. There are also shelters specifically
for 10 linked women and their children. Talk to your children about why these places exist. Ask your children what they might want if they stay at a shelter. What would make it less scary? One creative idea is to pack your kids nightly snacks for the kids at the shelter. They can put juice boxes, granola bars
and even put some toy in decorated paper bags and deliver them to the shelter [source: Clark]. Now let's look at a fun way for the whole family to get outside, get exercise and contribute to a good cause. One of the most popular fundraising events is a walk or run for a good cause. Individuals collect
donations from friends and families to show support for their participation, and all the money goes to the charity of choice. While some fundraising walks or runs are too grueling for young children, there are far fewer strict events that the whole family can participate in. Participating in a charitable walk is an
excellent way to introduce your children to the idea of personal sacrifice for a good cause. Instead of going to the park or the zoo on a pretty sunny day, they take the time and spend the energy helping someone else. Much fundraising focuses on finding a cure for a deadly disease. This can become a
particularly powerful activity if someone in your family is fighting a disease like cancer or diabetes or you recently lose a loved one to Alzheimer's. The average distance is three miles (4.8 meters), but some varieties have special routes for families with young children [source: ADA]. Many families
participate by forming a fundraising team and walking the route together. Typically, everyone wears matching T-shirts and colors to show solidarity with the cause. Children will soak the team atmosphere and the collective energy of the hikers. Who knows, your toddler can go even three miles! Now let's
look at a way to teach your kids the value of fresh, local food. If you've ever planted a garden of your own, then you know the pride that comes with growing your own food. Carrots taste sweeter when they have the product of your own labor. Leafy vegetables seem even healthier when you know they have
grown free of pesticides or other potentially harmful chemicals. can also get a taste of that pride – and find a new appreciation for vegetables – by helping in a community garden. If you already live in a place with a community garden, then help easily. Visit the garden in spring when planting the first crops.
Talk to the people who manage the garden and ask how the children can help. Gardeners are always happy to show children how to plant seeds or weeds around a fragile seedling. As the kids get older, you might want to book your own plot at the community garden and start growing food serving. Ad Let
the kids browse through the seed catalogs with you, picking out this season's flavors. You'll be amazed at how deep your children will care about their tomatoes or their green beans if they feel part of the process from the beginning. The same applies to meal planning. After a successful harvest of zucchini
or green peppers, let the kids choose a nice sounding recipe and help with the preparation. Again, it's amazing how a previously picky child will idose a veggie-heavy dish that he or she has helped to create. Another option is to join something called a CSA, short for community support agriculture. Your
family subscribes to a local farm and receives a weekly share of vegetables all season long. In return, you and the children can come out and help plant, small and harvest. This is a way to support local farms and get incredibly fresh products in return. Find a CSA near you with LocalHarvest.org. On the
next page we will look at volunteer opportunities to serve sick and disabled children. A hospital is another institution that can be frightening to children and even many adults. It can be intimidating and uncomfortable being around sick people, but it is also important to teach children compassion – how to
see our shared humanity through illness and physical differences. After all, children are children, and everyone can use a friend. If there is a children's hospital in your area, call and talk to the volunteer coordinator. See if there are opportunities for you and your children to come in and play with kids in the
waiting areas or bring the family pet in to socialise with children in the cancer hall. There is usually an application process to volunteer in a hospital, but the staff and especially the patients are always grateful for the effort. Ad If you don't think your kids are ready to volunteer in a hospital, think about other
ways you can serve those who struggle with an illness or disability in the family. Here are some ideas from the website The Volunteer Family: Bring a meal over to a neighbor's house when a family member is in hospital. Have the children helped prepare and deliver the meal. Offer families who have
traveled to your town for a medical procedure. The children can help entertain their children. If you are a neighbor with disabilities, offer to take him with you and your family to a baseball game, a picnic, or a community event. Did the children grow hair and donate it to cancer patients by an organization
such as Locks of Love. For our final volunteers volunteers we will explore the opportunities available at local retirement homes. The very young and the very guy has a special connection. By taking your little children with you to the local nursing home, you will bring joy in the lives of the inhabitants and
your family. Contact your local retirement facilities and ask for ways you and your family can help. It can be as simple as coming in during game night or craft time and participating in residents [source: Boteach]. This will be a welcome change of pace for residents and your children will enjoy the extra
praise and attention. The Nintendo Wii found some unexpected supporters in retirement home residents. Bring in your kids to challenge retirees to a game of Wii Golf. If your kids learn to sing the piano or your family loves songs, consider practicing a special song you can perform at the nursing home.
There are also many ways for your children to volunteer to help seniors without going to a nursing home. Chances are you have several elderly neighbours who will appreciate an extra hand around the house. The children can offer to shelves or help clean the lawn from the garage. There are also services
in many cities where you and your family can go shopping groceries once a month for a home-bound neighbour. The children can help maintain the grocery list, pack everything together and make the delivery with you. For much more tips and information about family activities that build character and
create lifelong memories, see the related lists on the next page. Forts are fun for kids and adults. See 10 forts to build with kids to create the ultimate playing experience. American Diabetes Association. Step out: Walk out to stop diabetes (Nov. 8, 2011) league of Texas. Foster Care Programme (Nov. 8,
2011) Day Foundation. The value of trees to a community (Nov. 8, 2011) Schmuley. Oprah Radio. Ways for children to volunteer. (Nov. 7, 2011) 10 November 2008 Silvana. Kaboose. Increasing children who care: Voluntary Ideas for Children (Nov. 8, 2011) for humanity. Habitat for humanity fact sheet
(Nov. 8, 2011) America Beautiful. Tips Only for Kids (Nov. 7, 2011) Amy. Idealistic blog. Three voluntary ideas that fit your busy life. April 13, 2011 (Nov. 8, 2011) . Trick or Treated for UNICEF (Nov. 8, 2011) Volunteer Family. Ideas: Take care of the sick/disabled (Nov. 8, 2011) 2011)
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